CONFLUENCE 2015

Our Annual Interschool competitions were held this year on 18th August 2015. Around 20 schools of Delhi participated in various competitions organized in the school. Command over English language was tested in four rounds, namely listening skills wherein an audio recording was played, followed by questions to be answered by the listeners. The speaking skills were tested by making the participants read out given passages of prose, poetry and drama. The writing skills were tested by giving a word web to the participants and making them compose a paragraph using words from the web. The speaking skills were tested through on the spot topics given for speaking for Just a minute on them. The winners were Amity International School, Hansraj Model School stood second and AGDAV bagged the Third Prize. Sudoku competition was held to test mathematical abilities of the participants. Hindi declamation on Cyber Crimes and Science Quiz competitions had DAV Kailash Hills, DAV Vasant Kunj & DAV Jasola Vihar as the winners. Painting competition on “Chess—the royal game of India” showcased the talent of Priyanka Pal of the Host school as the best and DAV Vasant Kunj and Hansraj Model School were the runners up.